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Summary

Objectives: We sought to explore, via a systematic review of the literature, the state of the art of knowledge discovery in biomedical databases as it existed in 1992, and then now, 25 years later, mainly focused on supervised learning.

Methods: We performed a rigorous systematic search of PubMed and latent Dirichlet allocation to identify themes in the literature and trends in the science of knowledge discovery in and between time periods and compare these trends. We restricted the result set using a bracket of five years previous, such that the 1992 result set was restricted to articles published between 1987 and 1992, and the 2015 set between 2011 and 2015. This was to reflect the current literature available at the time to researchers and others at the target dates of 1992 and 2015. The search term was framed as: Knowledge Discovery OR Data Mining OR Pattern Discovery OR Pattern Recognition, Automated.

Results: A total 538 and 18,172 documents were retrieved for 1992 and 2015, respectively. The number and type of data sources increased dramatically over the observation period, primarily due to the advent of electronic clinical systems. The period 1992-2015 saw the emergence of new areas of research in knowledge discovery, and the refinement and application of machine learning approaches that were nascent or unknown in 1992.

Conclusions: Over the 25 years of the observation period, we identified numerous developments that impacted the science of knowledge discovery, including the availability of new forms of data, new machine learning algorithms, and new application domains. Through a bibliometric analysis we examine the striking changes in the availability of highly heterogeneous data resources, the evolution of new algorithmic approaches to knowledge discovery, and we consider from legal, social, and political perspectives possible explanations of the growth of the field. Finally, we reflect on the achievements of the past 25 years to consider what the next 25 years will bring with regard to the availability of even more complex data and to the methods that could be, and are being now developed for the discovery of new knowledge in biomedical data.
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1 Introduction

It is very evident that the domain of biomedical knowledge discovery has grown on many dimensions over the past 25 years. These include algorithms and systems for discovering knowledge, the burgeoning of many different types of data from many different sources, and the concomitant growth of legal imperatives, which has had a considerable effect on the availability and use of biomedical data. But first, we should consider the term “knowledge discovery”, a term which has often been used synonymously with “data mining”, and more than occasionally, “data dredging” or “fishing”. We categorically reject these latter two terms as pejorative, as they do not accurately reflect the activities associated with what we are calling knowledge discovery.

In this paper, we define knowledge discovery quite literally as the process of discovering knowledge in data, specifically biomedical data, which spans molecules to populations. The process involves the acquisition of data that are appropriate for a given purpose, such as an investigation into a specific disease. The process also includes the preparation of these data such that they can be analyzed using specialized software algorithms that will assist in the identification of patterns in the data, which may (or may not) reflect some biomedical phenomenon. The output of this activity is information; however, it should be clear to anyone familiar with the commonly used data-information-knowledge-wisdom framework [1] that the process of knowledge discovery is not yet complete. Indeed, the mere identification of patterns in data is only one step along this spectrum. To take us to the next step, knowledge discovery, requires substantial human expertise as the results of applying these specialized algorithms must be assessed in light of that expertise. In a word, knowledge discovery is automated, not automatic, and this is a key consideration in this paper.

We present here a brief survey of the past 25 years of development of knowledge discovery in biomedical data and its emergence as a scientific discipline in its own right, as evidenced by the state of the art practice in 1992 and the present. We hope that this survey will provide the foundation for dreaming about the next 25 years, such that when a paper such as this one is written in 2042, its authors will look back and either validate our predictions or refute them.

2 Methods

In order to gain an empirical sense of the climate in 1992 and 2015, we conducted a search of PubMed, using the following as text words and subject headings: “Knowledge Discovery” OR Data Mining (Mesh term) OR “Pattern Discovery” OR Pattern Recognition, Automated (Mesh term).

We restricted the result set using a bracket of five years previous, such that the 1992
result set was restricted to articles published between 1987 and 1992, and the 2015 result set between 2011 and 2015. This was to reflect the current literature available at the time to researchers at the target dates of 1992 and 2015. Publications outside the five-year window were not included. This combination of search terms yielded 538 documents for 1992 and 18,172 documents for 2015. Rather than using all documents in each result set, we selected documents that appeared to represent the state of the art at their respective time period, determined by the prevalent type of knowledge discovery algorithms and availability of data.

3 Results

To analyze the results of our search, we decided to focus on two related aspects: the type of data that were available back in 1992 and those that are available in 2015, and the methodologies that were developed to deal with that kind of data. On the basis of the results of this analysis, we have identified a set of emerging research areas, that were not available back in 1992, but have been developed thanks to the continuous research on methodologies and novel data sources availability. In addition, we have identified a set of challenges, still open and to be considered for the next 5 years.

3.1 Data Sources and Availability

3.1.1 Data Sources and Availability in 1992

Nearly all clinical data was handwritten in 1992, thereby making automated knowledge discovery a difficult task. Among the few data already available for automated processing, there were signals and images collected through dedicated devices. For this reason, biomedical informatics at its early stages was much more intertwined with signal processing and image analysis than it is now. This observation is supported by our literature search, where, out of the 538 extracted papers, 72 (13.3%) contained the term ECG, or EEG, or the MeSH term “signal processing, computer assisted”. Forty papers (7%) included one of the following MeSH terms: “image analyses, computer assisted”, “image analysis, computer assisted”, “computer assisted image analyses”, or “computer assisted image analysis”.

As regards the analysis of other clinical data to be used by computerized algorithms, one needed to abstract them onto case report forms or similar instruments. These provided a platform for manual coding that transformed data to a representation that was amenable to computer-assisted analysis. Data such as text required interpretation by the abstractor in order to transform complex concepts into discrete representations that could be analyzed by a computer algorithm. Let’s consider the example of a radiology report, written in free text and rich in clinical concepts. In 1992, a discrete field indicating the presence of a Colles’ fracture was very rarely found on any radiology report. Instead, this information was contained in the text of the report. Interestingly and in a very real sense, the abstractor in 1992 was performing a kind of knowledge discovery, or at least pattern identification, which is a central component of discovery. However, there were very few computerized tools in mainstream, or even research use at that time. As we will see in the following, the challenge of automatically extracting clinical information from texts is a topic that has gained particular interest in the past few years until 2015.

Administrative data, such as insurance claims, are a potentially very rich source of information for research, quality assurance, and health services allocation. These data capture virtually all transactions for which a claim is filed, such as a clinical service like a lab test or office visit, and include extensive cost and diagnostic coding data. In 1992, the sources of administrative data, such as insurance claims, were somewhat limited in the United States, primarily available through the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. In other countries, such as the United Kingdom, administrative data that represented a wider swath of the population were not so difficult to obtain, given the existence of the National Health Service. Once obtained, however, these data posed an extraordinarily difficult problem for the user, as they were extremely voluminous. One could say that these data were the first “Big Data” in the biomedical domain. While the datasets were typically “narrow”, meaning relatively few columns, they were potentially extremely “long”, in that they could contain millions of records, each representing an individual claim for an individual beneficiary. The tools used at this time to discover knowledge in these data were primarily statistical. Software such as SAS [2] and SPSS [3] provided the user with a full palette of statistical techniques and algorithms with which to explore the data; these included basic descriptive statistics and frequency distributions as well as graphical tools such as histograms and scatterplots. It was very unusual to see someone use a machine learning tool in the quest of discovering knowledge from such data during this time, but users of these claims data seemed to fare well in spite of this.

By 1992, surveillance of specific diseases such as cancer or infectious diseases was quite well established. The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database created in 1973 continues to the current day as a national “registry of cancer registries” and is a rich source of data for researchers and others [4]. Infectious disease surveillance by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention has a long history, and involves the collection, management, and analysis of a wide variety of data from many different geographic and clinical sources. Since the 1960s, the US CDC has conducted a number of important national health status and health services surveys that serve a surveillance function. These include the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) and the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System [5, 6]. While all of these surveillance systems are very rich sources of health-related data, in 1992, analysis and knowledge discovery were nearly always accomplished by traditional statistical methods. This implies that nearly all such activities were hypothesis driven. In 1992, data users of virtually every persuasion were starting to investigate the importance of data linkage, in which records one data source would be linked, record for record, or patient for patient, in order to investigate a problem that would require such linkage. Such record-level linkage could be
accomplished deterministically, where there existed a unique identifier that was common to two or more datasets, or probabilistically, where linkage was accomplished by matching key variables that taken together could probably match one record with another [7-9]. An example of where such linkage was used, and continues to be, is the so-called SEER-Medicare dataset [10]. In this case, the clinical data of a patient represented in SEER is matched to his or her Medicare claims data. This affords the data user a complete picture of the clinical status and services used by the patient, in a much richer way than either dataset could provide individually. However, the enthusiasm for data linkage was relatively short-lived due to increasing concern about privacy and confidentiality.

3.1.2 Data Sources and Availability in 2015

3.1.2.1 Rise of the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and Other Clinical Systems

One of the most important differences between 1992 and 2015 is related to the widespread use of the EMR [11]. This has generated an increasing interest in the analysis of the data coming from those systems [12-15]. Interestingly, if we constrain our original PubMed search to elements including in text words the following terms: EMR, (“electronic medical record”), EHR (“electronic health record”), without constraints on the publication date, the total number of resulting papers is 229, with the first paper of this list dating back to 2003 (Figure 1). Interestingly, constraining the PubMed search to 2011-2015, the resulting number of papers is 179.

The most important applications that have been covered in the past 5 years were data analytics and predictive modeling, often coupled to visual analytics and visualization solutions, with the goal of delivering decision support to the users [16-19]. In general, we have witnessed a trend towards a translational use of data mining and knowledge discovery. Great interest has been devoted also to the management of longitudinal data, with several methodologies centered on the extraction and visualization of temporal patterns [20-30]. These methods were exploited both for clinical applications and for tackling organizational issues [31, 32].

In this last case, process mining started to be successfully applied [33, 34]. Given the heterogeneity of the data collected in hospital EMRs, and the frequent presence of textual reports, text mining and natural language processing (NLP) have started to gain increasing interest and several works were published to deal with these methodologies. In particular, out of the 179 papers extracted in the search constrained to the years 2011-2015, 38 (21% - 28 journal and 10 proceedings) were dealing with text processing techniques.

3.1.2.2 Administrative Data

The integration of data coming from different sources has been one of the topics of main interest in the past five years. As mentioned, a particularly important category of data is administrative data. These data are usually collected for billing purposes and show a different structure with respect to clinical data. Administrative data are in general collected as process data, as they record the occurrence of specific events (e.g. insurance claims or hospital billing claims), but they do not report the clinical information related to the event itself. In our search, 24 papers explicitly consider administrative data in their title or text. All the papers acknowledge the usefulness of this kind of data to improve the data analysis process.

Some studies analyze administrative data alone, highlighting potential analyses that wouldn’t be possible by using only clinical data [18-25]. Other studies perform a validation of methodologies that exploit administrative data, using a comparison with clinical data to perform evaluation [43-51]. The results of these studies are not homogeneous: some studies highlight a lower sensitivity of the use of administrative data with respect to using clinical information [43, 44, 46, 48, 50], whereas some others report very good performances. Of course a trade-off needs to be reached between the advantages of administrative data and the drawbacks related to the fact they are collected for different purposes.

Interestingly, not many of the papers address novel methodologies to deal with administrative data. Most deal with state of the art machine learning methods (classification trees, logistic regression, k-nearest neighbor) [35, 37, 38, 52] or traditional statistical analyses, such as chi-squared
tests, sensitivity analyses, and calculation of positive predictive value [36, 43-45, 50].

3.1.2.3 Surveillance Data
After the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, many biomedical researchers turned their attention to a new type of disease surveillance that focused on the identification syndromes that could indicate a potential outbreak before it started—an early warning system of sorts. For example, one could monitor the sales of certain over-the-counter medications such as anti-diarrheal preparations for a potential foodborne infection outbreak. Another important source of data is the emergency department chief complaint, which can be a rich source of symptom data that is not captured in quantitative data. It should be evident that such systems handle very large amounts of noisy data in real-time, and novel methods to discover valid patterns in these data are needed. A number of investigators have developed such methods that provide accurate and timely surveillance data to key personnel in the public health and law enforcement professions [53-59].

3.1.2.4 Wearable Technology
In the past five years, the focus shift to personalization increased the interest in considering the environment the patient lives in, also outside the hospital [60, 61]. This has been done mainly by analyzing data coming from wearable sensors and mobile phones. In this scenario, the Center of excellence for Mobile Sensor Data-To-Knowledge (MD2K) was chosen as one of 11 Big Data Centers of Excellence by the National Institutes of Health, as part of its Big-Data-Centers of Excellence by the National [89]; they rather work offline. We could anyway identify a trend in the literature towards the development of lightweight algorithms to be implemented on several sensors for information fusion [67, 90-92].

3.2 Evolution of Methodological Approaches
3.2.1 The State of the Art of Biomedical Knowledge Discovery: 1992
The slowly increasing availability of data and the ability to use them to formulate hypotheses for further investigation acted as a strong motivation for the development of new tools to automatically extract knowledge from them. In 1992, expectations about the automated discovery of knowledge in databases were quite nascent, and probably more of the “what if” variety. The term “knowledge discovery in databases” (KDD), was first used by Gregory Piatetsky-Shapiro in 1989 (the year of the first KDD conference) so it was still a term, and a concept, in its infancy in 1992 [93].

In 1992, the Internet was just reaching a level of maturity, the World Wide Web was only three years old; Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) was developed; Microsoft Windows 3.1 and Linux were released; Python had been invented the year before, followed shortly by Visual Basic, and the world had to wait another several years before Java and Java Script were available. Sadly, two notable deaths occurred: Grace Hopper (who coined the term computer “bug”) and Allan Newell (a giant in the early days of artificial intelligence). Both had contributed mightily to the very foundations of knowledge discovery throughout their career, Hopper in the field of programming languages and software development, and Newell in his contribution to cognitive computing that parallels the way humans think about solving problems.

The tangible accomplishments of computing were primarily felt in the consumer marketplace. The personal computer was becoming ever more affordable and easy to use, and was connected to the world via the Internet and the Web. However, there was growing expectation that the emerging field of artificial intelligence could help to solve complex problems, none more potentially important than finding those relationships and patterns in data that we, as humans, would ordinarily miss. Somehow, machines could do this faster, cheaper, and more accurately.

However, in 1992 the predominant approach to solving such problems in the biomedical field was in fact not automated but accomplished through manual methods of knowledge engineering, such as interviews and talk-aloud protocols [94], in order to elicit from experts the knowledge that could be incorporated into deductive, rule-based (“expert”) systems [95]. This was an arduous task that involved many hours of observation and highly detailed documentation of expert knowledge in a limited problem domain. So computer scientists and a few informatics researchers set about investigating the possible role for computer-assisted knowledge discovery. In this effort, they tended to focus on algorithms that were primarily, if not completely, inductive in nature; rather than relying on previously acquired and encoded knowledge in the form of rules, these algorithms learned by experience and formed rules based on that experience. With these inductive algorithms, one could discover patterns in complex data, free of any bias or pre-existing knowledge that could taint the inferences made by such tools. In 1992, the paradigm of semi-automated knowledge discovery found elements in the re-use of the philosophical studies on abduction [96], setting the preliminary ground for the development of cognitive informatics, a field that in 2015 continues to be very popular, especially for understanding the nature of clinical activities and for developing engineering and computer solutions that can improve clinical practice and patient engagement [97]. In the biomedical area, a prevalent example of an inductive learner in 1992 was the artificial neural network [98-107]. Statistical methods were rarely used [108], although there was increasing interest in Bayesian and other probabilistic approaches to knowledge discovery, primarily in the realm of classification and prediction.
The evolution towards automated knowledge discovery was helped by the important methodological advances that had been achieved in those years by the machine learning community. Bayesian approaches had a real boost at that time, and the idea of learning them from data had been around for some years after the publication of Judea Pearl’s book in 1988 [109]. One important contribution was the one by Cooper and Herskovits, where Bayesian Networks were transformed from a knowledge representation and inference tool into a machine learning one [110]. Several applications of the methodologies dealt with the development of expert systems, also in the biomedical field, following the idea of automatically derive knowledge from data rather than elicit it form experts [111-114]. Moreover, inductive logic programming saw some of the major contributions in these years [115-116], and evolutionary computation and genetic programming gained increasing popularity thanks to the work of JR Koza, who proposed hierarchical genetic algorithms to build up computational procedures [117].

### 3.2.2 Methodologies in 2015: Evolution of New Analytic Approaches

As shown in the previous section, 25 years ago, some of the algorithms and methodologies that are now used as standard techniques for data mining and knowledge discovery had just been developed. These “novel” analytic approaches have evolved in the last 25 years, and their application has become more popular with the increase of the volume and variety of the data to be analyzed. In particular, machine learning and artificial intelligence methods have been increasingly considered for application to biomedical problems as an alternative to traditional statistical analysis. The first applications of machine learning methods to biomedical research date back to the early nineties, and after 2011 more than 200 papers have been published every year in this field. Papers can be divided into those that apply one or more known techniques to solve a specific problem, and those that define novel or improved methodologies to be applied to biomedical data. In this section we will focus on a set of selected supervised machine learning techniques, which were the ones that saw an early development and application during the years this review considers as a baseline, and were then applied as standard approaches to biomedical knowledge discovery. Such techniques are ANNs, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Hidden Markov Models, and Bayesian approaches. To study how the application of these methods to biomedical knowledge discovery has evolved in the past 25 years, we have run our PubMed search several times, each one constraining it to include the following terms:
- “support vector machines” OR SVM
- Bayes
- “Hidden Markov models” OR HMM
- ANN OR NN OR “Neural Networks”

As expected, these queries resulted in a high number of papers, as shown in Figure 2.

Given the high number of extracted papers, to analyze the results of this search we followed a twofold approach: first of all, we reviewed the annual publication trend for each topic to analyze the changes during the past 25 years. As a second step, we chose to apply a text mining algorithm to analyze the most relevant applications of the selected techniques to the biomedical domain. To this end, we have applied latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for topic modeling [118] and extracted the most relevant topics from the abstracts of the papers returned when using the PubMed queries. LDA is a robust technique that allows extracting a set of relevant topics from a document corpus. The user sets the desired number of topics and the algorithm extracts them, together with the words that are most relevant to the specific topic. To apply this algorithm, we first exported the abstract of all the papers from PubMed. Since the exporting function produces a single file, we automatically split it into a set of documents, each one containing a single abstract. To do this, we used a rule-based approach based on specific words that delimit the abstracts in the list. We defined the rules as general as possible, but during automatic extraction some of the abstracts might potentially be missed. This is the reason why sometimes the number of abstracts inputted to LDA is slightly lower than the one resulting from the PubMed query. As a final step, we performed several runs of LDA for each group of papers, and the most recurrent topics were identified. Such topics will be reported in the following of this section.

The query that resulted in the highest number of papers is the one related to ANNs (5033 papers). As already pointed out, neural networks were developed in 1940s and saw an early application to biomedical problems. Figure 3 shows the number of papers extract-
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ed from our PubMed search constrained on ANNs and not specifying any limitation on the publication date. The first applications of ANNs to biomedical research date back to the late fifties, but it was during the nineties that we witnessed a rapid increase of the number of papers exploiting this kind of technique. After this increase, the number of publications reached a plateau during the 2000s and registered a slight decrease after 2010, though keeping a high rate of publications per year.

To interpret the results of the LDA analysis, we have assigned a title to each topic, considering the words that were extracted as representative of the topic itself. For ANNs, we found applications that cover: predictive modeling (502 papers), image and signal analysis (1182 papers), motion control (340 papers), cancer research (479 papers), bioinformatics (338 papers), the analysis of water quality (related to the analysis of environmental data, 502 papers), and applications to control systems (706 papers). The detailed application topics resulting from the LDA analysis are shown in Table 1 of the Appendix.

SVMs were introduced 20 years later than ANNs, and their non-linear extension was proposed in 1992 [118]. Since that year, these algorithms have seen a constant increase in the application in biomedical research (Figure 4). In particular, since 2011, we noticed a boost in publications, resulting in a total of 2077 papers in the past 5 years (as shown in Figure 1).

As regards SVMs, the most important topic that was found was bioinformatics (854 papers), with a particular focus on gene expression analysis for cancer research and structural analysis of proteins. Also for this methodology, image and signal analysis were very well represented, and in particular we found contributions on brain signals analysis (633 papers) and image analysis for cancer research (333 papers). An interesting topic that was not found for ANNs was the analysis of drug compounds (285 papers). The detailed results of this analysis, including all the topics and the representative words are shown in Table 2 of the Appendix.

Searches on Bayesian approaches and HMMs resulted in a lower number of papers, but still all these methods have shown an increased publication rate in the past two decades.

As for SVMs, also for HMMs the most represented topic was bioinformatics (30 papers), with a particular focus on the recognition of motifs or sequences in protein structures. An important application of HMMs is activity recognition, in particular during training (16 papers). A similar topic involves the analysis of motion and posture (10 papers). Two interesting applications of these techniques are related to the analysis of human and social interactions (12 papers), and to the extraction and prediction of adverse drug reactions (6 papers). Table 3 of the Appendix shows the detailed results for HMMs.

One of the most relevant applications of Bayesian techniques in the past five years is...
cancer research with a focus on gene expression data (79 papers). Bayesian approaches have been frequently applied to image analysis, including brain imaging (163 papers). Applications common also to other domains are activity recognition (139 papers) and gene expression analysis (71 papers). The detection of adverse drug events is also a common application of this kind of techniques (128 papers).

### 3.3 Emerging Areas of Research

From the analysis presented in the previous sections, it has been possible to identify some novel areas of research that have been emerging distinctively in the past five years and that were not present back in 1992. These areas are Bioinformatics, NLP and Visualization. These areas of research could be developed thanks to the introduction of new data sources (bioinformatics), and to the digitalization of data that were previously only paper-based (NLP). Visualization techniques have evolved to offer a support to deal with the increasing amount of available information, both as structured and unstructured data (such as text).

As it clearly appeared from the analysis of the abstracts of the papers on methodologies, one of the most important applications for all of them was bioinformatics. As a matter of fact, performing a rough search on PubMed for papers with Bioinformatics as MesH term and analyzing the trend of this keyword along the years, it was possible to notice that, since 2000, there has been an exponential growth of the number of published research, which reached a maximum of 13,232 papers in 2014. This growth reflects two of the most important breakthroughs that took place after 1992: the successful completion of the Human Genome Project in 2003 [120], and the development of the first high throughput gene expression analysis techniques [121]. From then on, the research in this field continued to improve, following the evolution of new techniques for next generation sequencing and the recent focus on precision medicine [122].

As already observed in the previous sections, with the availability of novel sources of data such as administrative databases and EHRs, it has become very important to be able to mine data stored in narrative reports, and to integrate them to other more structured data sources. This is reflected by the publication trend of papers dealing with NLP, that saw a constant increase in the past five years (1072 papers resulting from our query), reaching its maximum in 2014. To relate NLP to its main applications and study how this relation has evolved over the period 2011-2015, we ran a yearly LDA analysis on the NLP abstracts, to understand what topics have increased their popularity and those that instead lost interest. To perform this analysis, we ran LDA four times each year, and we identified the most recurrent topics in the four runs. In 2011, the scenario was dominated by two topics: bioinformatics applications and discovery of adverse drug events. In bioinformatics, NLP was mainly used to extract interactions between genes and between proteins, to identify relevant biological pathways. Related to this, ontology is also a recurrent topic, since many resources are available and can be exploited for such purposes. These two topics kept being well-represented also in the following years (especially in 2013-2014), when in the bioinformatics community the attention started to be focused also on gene and protein networks, and a particular focus has been given to the discovery of gene-cancer associations from documents. Interestingly, during these years, attention started to be dedicated also to other type of applications, such as discharge summaries and radiology reports (2012), and nursing reports (2014). A very interesting result is related to the novel trends of 2015, when the topic on adverse drug reactions seems to be less addressed, while social media and sentiment analysis appear consistently for the first time. In addition, attention is specifically devoted to the identification of risk factors, both related to cancer and to cardiovascular diseases, from medical records.

An additional consequence of the availability of novel, heterogeneous data sources has been the increasing attention devoted to decision support systems that provide support by proposing to the user an intelligent visualization of the available data, to simplify the summarization process and, indirectly, to allow capturing new information [123]. For this reason, we included in our search also the term “visualization”, and we ran LDA on the resulting abstracts. In this case, we identified five topics of interest. The first is the visualization of complex biological networks, and diseases and intervention networks (198 papers). Brain connectivity models and activation maps have also seen in interest in the past five years (114 papers). This was especially true in 2011 and 2012, also thanks to the Human Connectome project, a NIH-funded project that analyzes connectivity data, neuroimaging, behavioral, and genetic data to construct a map of the complete functional and structural neural connections [124]. Visualization of the results of clustering algorithm has been also found as a relevant topic. In this case the applications span from bioinformatics to the analysis of clinical data. A similar observation holds for the topic related to cancer that is often related to –omics analyses, but also to drugs and treatments.

### 3.4 Reflections on Three Perspectives

#### 3.4.1 Legal Perspectives

Even before the advent of “Big Data” and sophisticated knowledge discovery tools, substantial concern was raised about the protection of privacy and confidentiality of individuals (and corporate entities such as hospitals) who were represented in data in some way. In the mid-1990s, this concern became starkly manifest and was addressed to some extent in the ratification of the US of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [125]. The purpose of HIPAA was to allow the transfer and continuation of health insurance when workers become unemployed. However, the act is probably better known for the constraints it places on sharing identifiable health-related data between parties who have no rights to them. Two rules were promulgated in order to ensure individuals’ privacy- the so-called Privacy Rule (2000) - and the security of the data as they are stored or transferred within or between entities - the Security Rule (2003). Both rules have had a constraining effect on the availability and contents of health data, to the extent that data linkage, which engendered so much interest 25 years ago, is very difficult to accomplish. In addition, we now must be circumspect in applying the sophisticated algorithms we now have for identifying patterns in all types of biomedical data in order to avoid compromising privacy and confidentiality through the unintentional re-identification of individuals in data.
3.4.2 Social Perspectives

Over the last 25 years, and particularly over the past 15 years, knowledge discovery has been perceived as at once a social good and an agent for social malveillance. The social good of knowledge discovery is manifest in its application in biomedical domains. The increasing availability of data from a wide variety of electronic sources such as the EHR and other clinical systems, from genomic analysis, and environmental and geographical data sources affords us with a great opportunity to explore new corners of the human condition that have been historically impossible to investigate. In this, the public is generally sympathetic; they see the advantages of knowledge discovery in this domain, fueled with the hope that the application of sophisticated knowledge discovery tools will improve health. However, there is another side to knowledge discovery that some find uncomfortable. It has been used in non-medical domains for purposes that some would characterize as malevolent, as “spying” on human behavior. In the court of public opinion, there is a sense that knowledge discovery methods applied to such large and varied data resources could, over time, put people at risk of losing a job, or a reputation. In 1992, we did not think much of these social imperatives of knowledge discovery, but in 2016 they are very real considerations.

3.4.3 Political Perspectives

Over the past five years, there has been intense political interest in “Big Data”, to the extent that there are special funding programs in the US and elsewhere for training and research in this area. There is even a name for the discipline, Big Data to Knowledge, or BD2K [126]. In 1992, or even 2010, it would have been difficult to imagine such a reaction to the realization that indeed, medical data are mounting daily, and we need new algorithms and computing infrastructures to deal with them. The BD2K movement (as it were) has captured the imagination of lawmakers and leaders, who have passed budgets to support its work and used the term in political speeches and documents. With this zeal comes a great responsibility for those of us who work in biomedical informatics research. In a real sense, we are the practitioners but also the custodians of a new field of inquiry and application that demands our diligence and expertise to ensure its integrity. That field is now called Data Science, and is emerging as a cutting edge discipline not just in biomedical domains, but also in the physical, biological, and social sciences as well.

4 The Next 25 Years: 2017-2041

Just as it would have been difficult to imagine in 1992 where we would be in 2016 with regard to biomedical knowledge discovery, it is almost impossible to conceive the future of the field in 2041. Because we are seeing substantial changes in the types of data that are being produced and curated, the quantity and quality of those data, and the potential for new, metaphorically rich algorithms that facilitate analyses like we have never seen. For sure, the scenario is currently dominated by Big Data [127], whose challenge has moved from the perspective of storage to the one of knowledge extraction through data science [128]. As regards methodologies, the Big Data era is pushing towards approaches that would need to be quite different from the current ones, for several reasons. First of all, the need to analyze data coming from different sources potentially located at different centers while preserving privacy and security of the individual patients, will require computation to be moved to the data. Distributed extensions of traditional algorithms have already started to be developed, and this will for sure be a trend in the near future. Another consideration that needs to be made is related to the need to use partial information to extract knowledge and derive a coherent view on the available data, since it won’t be possible to process all the data that are potentially generated.

Using the experience of the last 25 years, and considering some of the approaches that were used in 1992, one realizes that there is a certain resurgence of interest in older methods. For example, in 1992, neural networks captured the interest of many researchers and practitioners. By around the turn of the millennium, this interest was waning, in favor of statistical classifiers such as hidden Markov models, support vector machines, and Bayesian methods. For nearly a decade, it seemed that neural computing was relegated to a back seat, no doubt due to its lack of transparency and scalability to large datasets.

Now, over the past several years, there has been something of a neural computing renaissance, in the form of “deep learning”. Advances in computing infrastructure, including grid and multiprocessor technology, have facilitated this resurgence, but so too has the development of new thinking about the structure and function of neural networks as well as belief networks. The case for deep learning is still to be made, but there is a degree of promise as evidenced by a nascent but growing literature in the field: a recent PubMed search of the term “deep learning” yielded 170 publications, many of these in top-tier journals [129-134].

Certainly today we see a burgeoning of data sources that include not only clinical data from the electronic health record or administrative data, but also data from a huge variety of physiologic monitoring devices, from geographic systems that provide information about the environment that people encounter and live in, from wearable technology such as activity monitors, and many others of which we are not currently aware. Already, investigators are looking at ways to integrate genomics and metabolomics data with the EHR at the bedside in order to make better-informed clinical decisions. They are also looking at ways to make these heterogeneous and highly complicated data understandable to the clinician. One way is through visualization, an emerging discipline in biomedical informatics, and one which stands to make a unique contribution to data science. One should take it for granted that new data sources will continue to emerge, and that 2041 will see a very different data landscape than the one we have now.

Conclusion

This survey is unquestionably incomplete, for a number of reasons. First, there have been so many developments in the field of biomedical knowledge discovery over the past 25 years, it is simply impossible to discuss them all in the confines of a survey article. In particular, there are several do-
mains that have been covered only partially by this work. Choosing to focus mainly on supervised machine learning methodologies, we have given less emphasis to unsupervised learning, even if it has been the driver for knowledge discovery in several biomedical areas, such as bioinformatics. Another area that has been only partially covered by this work is the one related to temporal data mining methods, which aim at extracting knowledge from longitudinal data explicitly taking into account the temporal dimension. Another limitation related to the way this survey has been carried out is that, except for a few number of cases, it was not possible to distinguish papers and tools that put into practice the knowledge that was discovered (e.g. generating actionable knowledge, guidelines, best practices, etc.) from those published on already available literature data and that remained a purely methodological contribution. To do this, a more restrictive selection of papers, focusing on a less broad plethora of applications, should be performed. Finally, it is equally impossible to consider the future course of the science with the same lens we used to examine the developments of the past 25 years. This is a nonlinear enterprise to be certain, and we already see evidence even in the past decade, that the developments of the field happen at an ever-increasing rate, and as in the case of neural computing, with some degree of iteration. But this is what makes the field of knowledge discovery so exciting; it does not stay still for very long, if at all.
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Appendix — Detailed results of LDA analysis

Table 1 Results of LDA analysis applied to ANN abstracts and considering eight topics. For each topic, we show the number of extracted papers and the five most representative words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANNs</th>
<th>Water quality (502 papers)</th>
<th>Cancer research (479 papers)</th>
<th>Control systems (706 papers)</th>
<th>Motion control (340 papers)</th>
<th>Predictive Modeling (502 papers)</th>
<th>Analysis of brain signals (731 papers)</th>
<th>Image analysis (451 papers)</th>
<th>Bioinformatics (338 papers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water</td>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>stability</td>
<td>patents</td>
<td>diagnosis</td>
<td>neurons</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>quality</td>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>subjects</td>
<td>brain</td>
<td>brain</td>
<td>images</td>
<td>sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concentration</td>
<td>descriptors</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>risk</td>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>synaptic</td>
<td>detection</td>
<td>cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>gene</td>
<td>numerical</td>
<td>brain</td>
<td>logistic</td>
<td>spiking</td>
<td>signals</td>
<td>sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concentrations</td>
<td>genes</td>
<td>controller</td>
<td>motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>recognition</td>
<td>cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Results of LDA analysis applied to SVM abstracts and considering eight topics. For each topic, we show the number of extracted papers and the five most representative words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SVMs</th>
<th>Bioinformatics (854 papers)</th>
<th>Brain signal analysis (633 papers)</th>
<th>Image analysis (333 papers)</th>
<th>Analysis of drug compounds (285 papers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gene</td>
<td>protein</td>
<td>spectroscopy</td>
<td>eeg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protein</td>
<td>amino</td>
<td>variables</td>
<td>signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>genes</td>
<td>expression</td>
<td>sites</td>
<td>brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>expression</td>
<td>structural</td>
<td>signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>expression</td>
<td>microarray</td>
<td>composition</td>
<td>visual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Results of LDA analysis applied to abstracts of papers dealing with Bayesian techniques and considering eight topics. For each topic, we show the number of extracted papers and the five most representative words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMMs</th>
<th>Social Interaction (12 papers)</th>
<th>Bioinformatics (30 papers)</th>
<th>Activity Recognition (16 papers)</th>
<th>Speech Recognition (14 papers)</th>
<th>Motion and Posture Analysis (10 papers)</th>
<th>Prediction of adverse drug events (6 papers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>Sequences</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Motifs</td>
<td>Annotation</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Evolutionary</td>
<td>Sequences</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Hisa</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Adverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specificity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4  Results of LDA analysis applied to abstracts of papers dealing with Bayesian techniques and considering eight topics. For each topic, we show the number of extracted papers and the five most representative words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bayesian Techniques</th>
<th>Image Analysis (163 papers)</th>
<th>Adverse drug events (128 papers)</th>
<th>Activity recognition (139 papers)</th>
<th>Analysis of gene expression data (79 papers)</th>
<th>Cancer Research (71 papers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>functional</td>
<td>adverse</td>
<td>tracking</td>
<td>gene</td>
<td>cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segmentation</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>diagnosis</td>
<td>recognition</td>
<td>kernel</td>
<td>genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images</td>
<td>brain</td>
<td>reporting</td>
<td>risk</td>
<td>protein</td>
<td>risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inference</td>
<td>variables</td>
<td>events</td>
<td>subjects</td>
<td>expression</td>
<td>lung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution</td>
<td>quality</td>
<td>signals</td>
<td>injury</td>
<td>genes</td>
<td>liver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reports</td>
<td>activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tcm</td>
<td>optimization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>